
Emotional Management, GoZen(!) and the Mind Jar – February 2017 

Hello Families: 

My focus this winter in my guidance lessons has been on emotional management.  These 

lessons have manifested through a variety of curriculums. 

For K – 2 and 4th grade students; I have been working through the Emotional Management Unit 

through Second Step.  I have also used a variety of books (bibliotherapy) to help support the 

themes within these lessons. 

In Second Step, the main strategy that they teach in all their lessons throughout the grades is: 

Stop.  Name Your Feeling.  Calm Down (by breathing, self-talk, counting).  Think of this 

strategy and an inner dialogue with oneself.   For example, if I often have anxiety before a math 

test, my inner dialogue using: Stop, Name Your Feeling, Calm Down might look like this: 

“Whoa, hang on her Sue (Stop).  You are feeling really anxious about this math test (Name Your 

Feeling).  You need to take 5 deep belly breaths to calm down (Calm Down – Belly Breathing).  

This test is not the end of the world, plus you studied last night.  You know this stuff.  Take your 

time and you will do fine. (Calm Down - Positive Self Talk or Being a Brain Coach).”  If the 

students think about it as inner dialogue and being a BRAIN COACH the steps will come 

naturally. 

For my third grade students, I have been piloting an anxiety relief program called GoZen! which 

the 4th graders will also receive when we are finished with Second Step.  GoZen! teaches 

students where worry comes from, what happens before/during/after an anxious experience, 

and how to manage worry with effective tools.  These tools are also effective for the emotion of 

anger.  For more information, go to: http://www.gozen.com/anxietyreliefprograms/   Thanks to 

Wilkes PTO that provided this curriculum through a PTO grant! 

For all the programs I am teaching, I often will send homework home for them to talk with you 

about, sign, and bring back to me.  Optional homework from their counselor opens the 

communication pathway for you to discuss big emotions with your student.  It also provides an 

opportunity for you to talk about what healthy strategies you have developed over the years to 

deal with anger, worry, anxiety, excitement, and sadness. 

Lastly, I want to share a strategy that you can try at home.  For the Kindergarten and 2nd grade 

classrooms, I have shared a book called Moody Cow Meditates by Kerry Lee MacLean, which 

introduces the Mind Jar and the power of breath to calm big emotions.  Also, check out this 

YouTube video that I have shared in all the classrooms which also introduces the idea of the 

Mind Jar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVA2N6tX2cg&feature=youtu.be 

http://www.gozen.com/anxietyreliefprograms/


Below are directions if you want to make a Mind Jar at home.  Many students have shown an 

interest and they are easy to make and an effective strategy to help calm big emotions. 

Directions for a MIND JAR 

A snow globe can work well as a Mind Jar—or if you’d like to make your own, 

here’s one way to do it (adult supervision is necessary).  

Start by making sure you have these items on hand:  

• some kind of empty and clean glass jar with a lid 

 • sparkles or glitter in at least one color—you can get glitter at a stationery or 

craft store. (Tinier sparkles work a little better than larger ones, if you have the 

option.)  

• a bottle of glycerin—you can get this inexpensively at a craft store or a health 

food store, and also at most drug stores. (Glycerin thickens the water and helps 

the sparkles fall more slowly.)  

• some liquid dish soap or hand soap—clear and colorless soap works best. (Soap 

helps lower the surface tension of the water so the sparkles don’t just stay on the 

top.)  

Fill the jar three-fourths full with warm tap water. Add glycerin, almost to the 

top—but not too close. Put in around four drops of liquid soap. Put the lid on 

tightly and shake the jar enough to dissolve the glycerin and soap in the warm 

water. Take the lid off the jar. The water in the jar is your mind’s natural state. 

 Put in a pinch of glitter/sparkles for each thought you notice. If you have more 

than one color of glitter, you can use different colored sparkles for different kinds 

of thoughts. For instance, you can use one color for angry thoughts, one color for 

fearful thoughts, and another color for other kinds of thoughts. When you’re 

ready, put the lid on tightly and mix it all up by turning the jar upside-down then 

right-side-up five or six times.  

Now you can see all the sparkles spinning and rushing around— this is your upset 

or busy mind. Set the jar down, and breathe (belly breaths) in and out slowly.  



Notice how the sparkles settle slowly down to the bottom—as they do that, let 

your thoughts settle too.  

When you are feeling anxious, or angry or overly excited, shake the jar, place it in 

front of you and use belly breaths until all the sparkles have settled to the 

bottom.  Most likely you will feel calmer, more centered and able to think more 

clearly because you have calmed your emotion center (the amygdala) and the 

thinking brain (pre-frontal cortex) can take over and figure out what to do next. 
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